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Abstract. Let M be a closed Riemann surface of genus zero, T a tree on M

with branches Tj, and p0 a point of M — T. A family of neighboring

topological surfaces M(e) is formed by regarding each Tj as a slit with edges

Tj~ and I\+, and re-identifying p on I'--' withp + eXj(P> «) on Tf, with Xj
vanishing at the endpoints of Tj. We assume the Tj and jg are such that,

under a certain natural choice of uniformizers, the M(e) are closed Riemann

surfaces of genus zero. Then there exists a unique function f(p,e;p0)

mapping M(e) conformally onto the complex number sphere, with

normalization /(;>„, e; p0) = 0, f'(Po, e; p0) = 1. Under appropriate

smoothness hypotheses on T and the Xj> we find the first variation of / as a

function of e. Further, we obtain smoothness results for/as a function of e.

The problem is connected with the study of the extremal schlicht functions;

that is, the schlicht mappings of the unit disc corresponding to boundary

points of the coefficient bodies.

1. Introduction. Let M be a Riemann surface and to simplify the exposition

we assume at the outset that M is closed and of genus zero. Let us briefly

describe a method which has been used ([4, pp. 23 ff], and [5, p. 310]) to

deform M into a neighboring topologically equivalent Riemann surface. We

let T be an analytic arc on M, lying within a parametric disc, and suppose

there is a function

q>(p, e) = p + ex(p, e)

defined on T and mapping T one-to-one onto an arc f(e) having the same

endpoints; let us assume for simplicity that f(e) does not cross T. Now regard

T and f (e) as having two edges, remove the interior R (e) of the region with

boundary T+(e) u f ~(e), then sew f+(e) to T~(e) in such a way that the

point/? on r~ is joined to <p(p, e) on f+(e). The result is a surface, M(e),

topologically equivalent to M. We make M(t) into a Riemann surface by

introducing a new set of local parameters as described in the following

paragraph.
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66 T. L. MCCOY

Forp on M — R(e), we regard/? as a point of M and of M(e) both, and

use the same local parameters on both surfaces for such/?. For/? on M(e) and

lying over pointsp0 ET~, <p(p0, s) on f+(e), a parametric disc is to consist of

a half-neighborhood N of p0 and the half-neighborhood q>(N, e) of (p (/?<>, e)

chosen so that neither set intersects an endpoint of T. If r(p) is the local

uniformizer on M, the uniformizer on M(e) is f ;

T{P)     \r(^-\p,e)),    PE<p(N,e).

P?
These local parameters make a Riemann surface out of the surface M'(e),

consisting of A/(e) with the endpoints of T removed. M'(e) is conformally

equivalent to the sphere with two slits removed (cf. [6, p. 224]), and under

appropriate conditions on <p, these two slits reduce to points. M(e) is then

conformally equivalent to the sphere, and this conformai mapping induces

local uniformizers at the endpoints of T which make all of M(e) a closed

surface of genus zero.

We refer the reader to ([1, pp. 69 ff]) for a discussion of the case where M is

the number sphere, C, and T is a single arc. The proof of the main theorem of

that section (called the Sewing Theorem) suggests many of the techniques we

use in this paper.

One can proceed to study the variation of functionals as we pass from M to

M(e). In particular, we will be interested in the function/(/?, e;/?0) mapping

M (e) conformally to the number sphere with p0 going to the origin, and

f'(p0, e; p0) = 1 in terms of some particular uniformizer at p0, p0 off T. (It

should be remarked that, since we can regard M and M(e) as having the

exterior of R as a common domain with the same system of local parameters,

we will frequently use the same notation for points on both surfaces.)

Schiffer and Spencer [5] consider very general variations of the kind

described above, for surfaces which are of arbitrary genus. We restrict our

attention to conformai spheres. Further, our deformations will be degenerate

in the sense that /? -> <p(/?, e) maps T to itself; let us call this type of

deformation a variation by sewing. However, we generalize the problem in a

different direction. We let T be a tree, consisting of disjoint analytic arcs Tj,

the Tj forming the branches. We define

<p(/?,e) = y, (/?,£),      pETj,
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<Pj(p, e) a mapping of T, to itself preserving the endpoints, of the form

<PjiP> e)mP + eXj(P, e).

It is to be observed that we cannot choose the x, independently of each other

and obtain a new surface M (e) which is a conformai sphere, for a conformai

equivalence between M and M(e) will induce local uniformizers at the

endpoints of the arcs T,, which will determine the x¡ m terms of analytic

continuation from a given x*- However, it makes perfectly good sense to ask

for variational formulae for f{p, e; p0), given that the sewing deformation can

be carried out. Under suitable conditions on the x,, made explicit in our next

section, we will obtain a variational formula (6.1) for f{p, e; p0). The simpler

formula ((6.2), (6.3)) is available if f(p, e; p0) has its pole at a fixed vertex of

T. In a later section, we prove an analyticity property of the first variation off

(Theorem 7.1). We also mention that in applications to specific deformation

problems, it is relatively easy to give an analytic description of the sewing on

the interior of T,, in terms of the local uniformizers, by writing down x¡(P> e)>

but difficult to write down formulae describing what happens at the end-

points. Thus we develop the variational formulae in terms of what happens

on the interiors of the arcs.

We conclude this introductory section by describing a family of surfaces

which are connected by sewing deformations, and which motivated the

present study. Schaeffer and Spencer proved [4] that the extremal schlicht

functions can be characterized as conformai mappings into the number

sphere of surfaces formed as follows: let the points of M be the unit disc,

together with « pairs L, I! of arcs of the unit circumference identified in

opposite directions, with further identifications made among the endpoints in

such a way as to form a topological sphere, the unit circumference forming a

tree on that sphere. The interiors of the arcs are to be identified metrically by

a given function q, according to the rule

r'q(t) dt- fZq{t) dt,

Zj, Zj identified endpoints of Ip IJ, and z G Ip z' G Ij. (For further details, see

[4, pp. 112 ff].) If we vary q in such a way that the endpoints of the pairs L, I!

are preserved, we have a new surface obtained from the old by a process of

simultaneous sewing along several arcs; the metric identification of interiors

of branches of the tree is the only change. In a later paper(2), we apply our

technique in detail to these surfaces, obtaining a variational formula which

connects two neighboring extremal schlicht functions, and leads to a family

of analytic curves on the boundary of the coefficient body.

(2) A partial surface variation for extremal schlicht functions, to appear in this journal.
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Added in proof. In Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.1, also the last sentence of

Section 1, read "infinitely differentiable" for "analytic".

It no longer seems clear to the author that the method of Lemma 7.1 yields

analyticity.

2. Terminology, and a statement of our basic assumptions. In order to avoid

rather cumbersome statements of lemmas and theorems, we set down here the

basic hypotheses which we will be assuming throughout.

M is a conformai sphere, T a tree on M. We take T = U I\, where each T,

is analytic in the interior and Holder-continuous, in terms of a local unifor-

mizer, at the endpoints. Let ajX, aJ2 denote the endpoints of Tj. We suppose

there is a parametric patch Dj containing the interior of Tj, and an angular

region (in terms of local uniformizers) meeting the endpoints of Tj.

Let us notice that, by considering T as the intersection of a sequence of

closed curves in M, we can speak without ambiguity of a left edge, Tj", and a

right edge, T/, of Tr
The re-identification of edges of I\ is described by /? -> yfip, e), /? E Tj~,

(Pj(p, e) E Tj+. Let t be a local parameter on Tj, and súpose tp, is described in

terms of t by

t -» t + £/)(t, e).

By our hypothesis, r, vanishes at T(aJX) and T(aJ2). We suppose that in the

domain Dj, rfir, e) is analytic in r, and continuous in e for |e| < e0, and that

r¡(r, e) is bounded, independently of e, on the closure of Tj. At the endpoints,

Tj is to satisfy a Holder-condition

(2.1) |o(t, e)| <A\t- T(^)f,       k - 1,2, ji > 0,

as /? tends to aJk within Dj, with A independent of e. Further, Tj is to have a

tangent line at both endpoints. We note that the conditions imposed on the

representative r of the sewing deformation are invariant under changes of

local parameter.

We take <p = <fy and r = r} for p E Tj, so that we may write the re-identifi-

cation as one equation,

p^xp(p,e),      /? e r~.

Definition 2.1. We say $(/?, e) is a sewing mapping for the system {M, T, <p}

if

(a) p = $(/?, e) maps M - T conformally onto a region M - T(e), where

T(e) is of the form

IX«) = Û I»,
7=1

each  r,.(e)  analytic  on  its  interior and  Holder-continuous  out  to  the
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endpoints. The T-(e) are disjoint except perhaps at endpoints.

(b) ${p, e) is continuous onto both edges of Tj, and brings points on Tj~,

Vf" identified by q>j{p, e) onto the same point of Tj(e).

Definition 2.2. M(e) is the Riemann surface formed by the re-identifica-

tion of edges of the Tj.

We introduce, finally, certain normalized mappings to be used in the

sequel. Let us fix p0 on M, off T, so that p0 can be regarded as a point of

M{e) also. Let r{p) be some particular local uniformizer about p0. Then,

provided the following exist, <&{p, e; p0) is the sewing mapping for the system

{M, T, cp} which carriesp0 top0 and has in terms of the parameter t aboutp0

an expansion t + ct3 + .. ., for some c. f{p, e; p0) is the conformai map-

ping of M{e) to the number sphere C having in terms of the parameter t

about p0 an expansion t © a2r2 + .... We take f(p; p0) = f(p, 0; p0). We

define H {p, p0) as the function mapping M conformally onto C, having in

terms of t about p0 an expansion 1/t + at + .... By the Uniformization

Principle ([6, p. 227]), H(p,p0) exists and is unique. (We are to understand, of

course, that the coefficients a, a2, and c in the above normalized expansions

are nonvanishing coefficients.)

3. Existence questions and an induced sewing problem on C. In this section,

C always denotes the complex number sphere.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose there is a sewing mapping cp for the system {C, T, cp}.

Then there is exactly one sewing mapping

<P(w, e; oo )   with the normalization

cp(w, e; oo) = w + c{e)/w + • • •,       \w\ > r.

Proof. Suppose there were another such normalized sewing mapping, \¡/.

Then we see easily, by series manipulations, that $\p~x is a self-map of C,

having at infinity a simple pole with residue 1, and zero translation, thus

<P>//_1 is just the identity, and <P = \p.

If there exists a sewing mapping $, it is easy to show that we can follow cp

by an appropriate bilinear mapping to achieve a sewing map with the

required normalization.

We remark that, since l/w is a uniformizer at oo on C, the function

<P(w, 6; oo) of the above lemma is precisely <P(/>, e; p0) when M is C andp0 is

oo.

Lemma 3.2. If there is a sewing mapping $ for the system {M, T, cp}, there is

precisely one normalized sewing mapping <P(/?, e;p0).

Proof. Using the function H{p,p0), the sewing problem {M, T, cp} induces

a sewing problem {C, A, »//} on C. $ exists if and only if a sewing mapping \p
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exists for the system (C, A, \¡/}. The normalized mapping \¡/x = yp(w, e; oo)

exists uniquely by the preceding lemma, and H~l\l>xH is a normalized sewing

mapping for {M, T, tp}. It is easy to see that if there were two normalized

sewing mappings for the system {M, T, <p}, there would be two normalized

sewing mappings for the system {C, A, ̂ }.

Checking that the expansions are correct involves tedious but straightfor-

ward series manipulations.

Lemma 3.3. M(e) is conformally equivalent to the sphere if and only if there is

a sewing mapping for the system {M, T, <p}.

Proof. Suppose there is a conformai mapping ft of M (e) to the number

sphere, and let /0 map M to the number sphere. Clearly /0~l « ft is a sewing

mapping for the system {M, T, <p).

Suppose a sewing mapping O exists. Then 4>-1 maps M conformally to

M(e), carrying T(e) to T, with T.(e) corresponding to 1^, and endpoints going

to endpoints. The mapping $_1 induces a system of local parameters on each

T„ and to show the image of M under $_I is really M(t), we just have to

check that this new system of local parameters coincides with the local

parameters we previously defined on interior points of the Tj. But $_I carries

p on Tj(e) to points/?, y(p, e) on Tj" and Tf, and since <p(/?, e) is analytic on

interior arcs, the system of local parameters induced by 3>_1 on T, is indeed

the same. Since M(e) is conformally equivalent to M, both are conformally

equivalent to C.

The relation

(3A) /(/>> e; Po) = /(*(/>, e; Po)> °>Po)

follows by considering the series developments in terms of the special param-

eter t about p0.

4. The sewing mapping on the sphere. In this section, we take M = C, the

sphere of complex numbers w, and let T be a tree on T, not meeting T. Since

w itself is a local parameter, we take the sewing on I\ to be w -> w + ex(w, e),

w on r~. For simplicity in notation, let %(w, e) be the normalized sewing

mapping 3>(w, e; oo) of Lemma 3.1.

We study, in the two lemmas below, the behavior of $ as a function of e.

This material is very similar to the work leading to Schaeffer and Spencer's

basic variational formula ([4, pp. 23 ff]), although of course we do not need to

prove the existence of <3>, we are assuming it. In spite of the similarity, we

present our arguments in detail because they are slightly different from [4]

and because we will need to refer back to certain details later.

Lemma 4.1. Let O0(w, e) exist. Then $0 satisfies, offT, the functional equation
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ía^ *,      x «    f       x(x,e)$o(x>e)       .
(4.1) <P0(w, e) = w - -r-: l    —---—- dx.

ÜV      ' 2i7i Jr- cp0(x, e) - <P0(m>, e)

This equation remains valid on T"1", including endpoints of the arcs Tj,

where we regard each T, as double-edged.

Proof. We write co = %(w, e). Each T, maps to an arc Tj(e), and <P-l(co, e)

has a jump, say eXj(u, e) as we pass from Tj~(e) to T^ (e). Formally, the

integral

_e_ r      A,.(«, e) ^

2t"' /r/(«) " ~ "

has precisely the same jump across T-(e) ([2, pp. 42 ff]) thus the function

<P0 '(co, e) - r—; I        - fifo
u v     '     2ot ^rr(e) u — u

is continuous across T-(e). Replacing ^"'(co, e) by w, and adding over the T,,

j ■» 1,...,«, we are led to

„    r      a(m, e)
(4.2) w = ß(co, £) + f - <fti,

with X = Xj on r,(e), and ß a function regular and vanishing at oo and having

the endpoints of the Tj(e) as the only possible singularities. Changing the

variable of integration in the above equation, we have

un or     \ e    f       X(*, e)%(x, e)
(4.3) il(u, e) = w - 7T-T  I     -T-:-:-5-7-r dx.

2m JT- %{x, e) - <P0(w, e)

(4.3) is valid provided the integral on the right-hand side exists. To settle

this question, let us concentrate on the integral

ç       X(x, eWo(x, e)

Jr- *0(x, e) - <P0(w, e)
dx.

Figure 4.1

Because <P0 is analytic off Tj, we can replace the path of integration Tj" by

A, U A2 u A3 = A, lying below Tj~, A,, A2 line segments of length s making
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positive angles with Tj" at the endpoints, and A3 lying a fixed distance d from

r,-, Connecting the free ends of A,, A2. (See Figure 4.1.) We can suppose A lies

in the domain Z). (see §2).

Let p(x) be the distance from x to T. Because <P0 is a conformai mapping

the One-Quarter Theorem [3, p. 214] gives us the estimate

(4.4) \%(x, e)/ (%(x, e) - %(w, e))\ < 4/p(x),

for \w - x\ = p(x), and because of the mapping properties of 0, (4.4) holds

for \w - x\ > p(x). We can now estimate the integrals over the A„. Let us

assume w lies outside the region obtained by covering A by discs of radius

p(x), and outside the region bounded by Tf and A. We have then

Xj(x, e)%(x, e)

(4.5) /.A3 $o(*> e) - $o(W' £)
dx < 4 MLjd,

where L3 is the length of A3 and M is an upper bound for \x¡(x, e)\ on I\. For

the integrals over Aj and A2 we have the estimate

/.

Xjjx, £)%{x, e)

Ak %{x, e) - <P0(n>, e)
dx <4 f.

Xjjx, e)

p{x)
dx, k=l,2.

Because of the Holder condition on x, at the endpoints, and the fact that

p{x) > C\x - akJ\ for some C determined only by the geometry, we have

Xj(x, e)%(x, e)

(4.6)

/.A* *o(*» £) - *o(w» £)
dx <

4A

4A_
C

L Akj\
'|áx|

r»-xdr,       k = 1,2,

this last being a convergent integral, independent of e.

We have just shown that the integral on the right-hand side of (4.3) is

uniformly bounded independently of e, for w in any region whose closure

does not meet T~, where we are thinking of T as a double-edged curve.

Observe that in particular the right-hand side is bounded when w is an

endpoint of an arc Tj. Now since ñ(co, e) is single-valued, and has the

endpoints of the T-(e) as the only possible singularities, we can show these

singularities are removable if we can show that ñ(co(w, e), e) is bounded in a

full neighborhood of the endpoints of the Tj. This is certainly true, as shown

above, if w lies outside the domain bounded by T~ and A. If w is in the

interior of the domain enclosed by Tj~ and A, then the integrals over Tj~ and

A differ by the residue of the integrand at w, which is x,(w> £)> uniformly

bounded. If w lies a fixed distance from A, the integral
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/.

Xj(x, e)%(x, e)
dx

JA %(x, e) - %(w, e)

is still bounded, and for w too close to our fixed A, we can simply change A

to get an appropriate bound for the integral, just repeating the argument of

the preceding paragraph. ß(w(w, e), e) is bounded everywhere off T-, and by

continuity is bounded on T- as well.

We know now that fi(co, e) has no singularities in the finite plane. Referring

to (4.2), we see that B has at to = oo a simple pole, with residue 1 and zero

translation. Thus 0(<o, e) = w, and putting this in (4.2) immediately yields the

functional equation (4.1), at least for w off T.

Now we verify the last sentence of the lemma. We merely have to show

that both sides of (4.1) are continuous as w tends to a point of T, (including

endpoints) from above. This is true of $0(w, e) by definition of a sewing

mapping. For w just above Tj, we can replace Tj" by the path A. The resulting

integral is obviously a continuous function of w as w moves onto Tj from

above.

Lemma 4.2. // we restrict w to any region E whose closure does not meet T~

except perhaps at endpoints of arcs Tj, we have, uniformly,

E    c x(x, 0)
$0(w, e) = w - ^— I  - dx+ o(e).

uv      ' 2m Jr x — w v '

Proof. The functional equation (4.1) is valid in E, and in the course of

proving Lemma 4.1 we saw that the integral on the right-hand side of (4.1) is

bounded, independently of e, thus %(w, e) — w tends uniformly to zero in E.

It follows that <&ó(w, e) tends uniformly to 1 in any region whose closure does

not meet either edge of T.

Consider

r       Xjjx, eWo(x, e)

Jr- $0(x, e) - <&0(w, e)

and let 5 > 0 be preassigned. Again we move Tj" to a path A lying below Tfi,

but this time A = A(5), and the quantities s, d introduced in the proof of

Lemma 4.1 are replaced by s(8), d(8), chosen so that

\%(x, e)/ (%(x, e) - %(w, e)) -l/(x- w)\ < Ô

for w in E, x on A3(5), and e < e0(8). Then, corresponding to (4.5),

— f
2m Ja

%(x, e)

,£)-®o(

<Me8Í      \dx\= 0(8e)
JAÁS)

X¡(x,£){ -t—,-:--t—,-r-dx
A3(«rV I  $o(*. <0 - %(w> <0        x-w
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since we can certainly arrange that A3(ô) has bounded length, while for

k = 1, 2 we have corresponding to (4.6) the estimate

,     . Xj(x,e)%(x,E) 4A   fs(S)     ,

2t" JAjk(a) 4>o(x, e) - %(w, e) C Jq

- ^((^(5))M>

This shows that for w in £,

e    r   Xj(x, e)
cp(w, e) - w - ■£-. [- dx+ ee{8),

v      ' 2m Jr- x — w v '

where e{5) denotes a quantity tending to zero with 5, which in turn can be

made a function of e which tends to zero with e. By continuity we can replace

Xj(x, e) by Xj(x, 0) with a further error o(l). Since %j is defined on T, without

a jump, we can regard T rather than V as the path of integration. This

proves the lemma.

5. The analytic character of $(/>, e; p¿). In this section we prove the

existence of <be(p, 0;p0) (the subscript indicating partial differentiation). We

show that $e(p, 0;p0) is a reciprocal differential of M - T, with a jump

across T which we compute. (For the definitions of reciprocal and quadratic

differentials on a Riemann surface and some of their basic properties, see ([5,

pp. 31, 85]).) From this information, we will be able to obtain a global
formula for $„(/>, 0; p¿).

Lemma 5.1. If the normalized sewing mapping $(p, s ; p0) exists for the system

{M, T, <p}, then <be{p, 0; p0) exists for all p offT~, and even at the endpoints of

arcs Tj. If p is restricted to any region whose closure does not meet T~ except

perhaps at endpoints of arcs Tp ${p, e; p0) tends uniformly top as e -» 0.

Proof. Let H be the function H(p,p0) of §2, carrying M toC.H induces a

sewing problem ( C, A, $}, let W be the normalized sewing mapping for this

system. The A, \¡> have all the required smoothness properties. If $ =

$(/?, e;/?0), we have <P = H~XWH. The continuity and differentiability prop-

erties with respect to e of W, proved in Lemma 4.2, finish the argument.

It follows that «P" ' exists at e = 0, for

p = <b(p, e; Po)=p + e$£p, 0; p0) + o(e),

thus

®~](P,e'>Po) "P =P-e$ÁP>0'>Po) + o(e)

so that, observing thatp -*p as e -» 0,

*-'(/>, O;/»«,)" -*.(/>, 0;/>o)-
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Lemma 5.2. If a sewing mapping exists for the system {M, T, cp}, $E(/?, 0; p0)

is an everywhere regular reciprocal differential of M — T.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3, M(e) is conformally equivalent to C, thus the

mapping H(p,e;p0) sending M(t) to C, with the same normalization as

H(p;p0), exists. We have

(5.1) H($(p,e;p0),e;p0) = H(p;p0).

Setting/ = $(/?, e; /?0), this equation becomes

(5.2) H(p,e;Po) = H(Q-lip,e\p0);p0).

Now by the remarks following Lemma 5.1, the right-hand side of (5.2) has a

derivative with respect to e at £ = 0, hence so must the left. H(p, e; /?„) is

clearly continuously differentiable with respect top, thus has a total differen-

tial at e = 0 (see [7, p. 214] and note that it is easy to extend the argument to

complex variables) so we can use the chain rule in the ordinary manner. Now

differentiate (5.1) with respect to e at e = 0, and observe that $(/?, 0; p0) = p.

We get

(5.3) He (/?, 0; p0) = H'(p, 0; /?0)$e(/>, 0; p0).

Now H(p, e; p0) is a function of M, thus so is its derivative with respect to

the parameter e, which exists for/? off T~. H'(p, 0;/?0) is a linear differential

of M. So 4>e is a reciprocal differential of M — T.

Lemma 5.3. If the sewing mapping exists for the system {M, T, tp}, then

®e(P> ®>Po) has a jump from T~ to T+ equal to — x(q, 0).

Proof. Let us recall that, on each Tj, cpfip, e) = p + exfip, e), which in

terms of the local parameter t has a representation r + erfir, e). Recalling the

meaning of Dj, we can assume t maps the entire parametric patch Dj onto a

plane domain. Working in this plane domain we can imitate the proof of

Lemma 4.1 to arrive at the analogue of (4.3), which is

r       rfir, £)%(t, e)
(5.4) ß(a, e) = t - ^ f    -f   /"     \  dt

v     ' 2m JTj- %(t, e) - $0(t, e)

where for convenience in notation we let $0(t, e) denote $(/>, e;p0) referred

to the local parameter t, and a = $0(t, e). The integral on the right-hand side

is uniformly bounded in £>., thus (5.4) yields

(5.5) Q(o, e) = t + o(e).

We cannot completely imitate the proof of Lemma 4.1, because we cannot

meaningfully talk about the expansion of fi(cr, e) "about infinity"; indeed

S2(a, e) may not even be defined on all of M, it is a local function defined on

%(Dj, e). We proceed as follows. In (5.5), we put t = ^¿"'(a, e), and apply
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Lemma 5.1 to conclude that ß(a, e) tends uniformly to a as e->0 in any

region closed away from the set swept out by T.(e) for small e. This implies

that ß'(o, e) tends uniformly to 1 in any such region, and thus about any a

there is a local inverse ß_1. Now apply ß_1 to both sides of (5.4), to get

\       2m JTj-

*/('.0*ó('.e)       .)
*0(t,e)-*0(r,e)dt

Now differentiate both sides with respect to e, at e = 0. Since ß (a, 0) has

derivative 1, we get

afp/-      rj(t, E)%(t, e)        ] /

(5.6) *,(,, 0;,0) - - ± | ¿j Jf_ ^,e)_t(T|t)  *]/. = 0.

The integral appearing on the right-hand side of (5.6) can be studied by

precisely the same method used in Lemma 4.2. We get, in terms of the

specific parameters t, /,

1    r   0(''°)

which, by the theory of Cauchy integrals [2, p. 42] has the jump — r,(t, 0)

across I\. But this is just the representation of -Xy(<7> 0) m terms of a

particular uniformizer.

We now obtain a global representation for <PC(/?, 0; p0). We introduce the

variation kernel n{p, q) given by [5, 7.10.2] which on the Riemann surface M

can be written as

, fiPiPo) \3 (f'(i;Po))2
(5.7) «(/»,?) = '

/(95^o) /   /(/»;/»o)[/(/'5/'o)-/(9;/'o)]

and to simplify notation let us now suppress the parameter p0. n(p, q)

transforms as a reciprocal differential in p and a quadratic differential in q,

and is everywhere regular except if p = q, where n(p, q) has a simple pole

with residue 1 if we use the same uniformizer for;? and q.

Now since Dj is a parametric patch, we are free to regard Xy(<?> 0) as a

reciprocal differential of Dp thus the expression

hÍP) = 2^i Í ^ °)n(p'q>> dq

is meaningful, and is a reciprocal differential of M — T if / does not have its

pole on the closure of Tj. If we restrict the variables p, q to Dj and use the

same uniformizer for both, Ij(p) becomes an ordinary integral with a

Cauchy-type kernel. Asp crosses Tj from Tj~ to Tf, Ij(p) has a jump Xj(P> 0)-

The argument of Lemma 4.1 shows that /.(/?) is bounded in the neighborhood
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of the endpoints of Tr If / has its pole on the closure of Tj, we just let

/(/?) = l/F(p), and find that

(5.8) n(p, q) = (F'(q)f /F'(p)[F(p) - F(q)],

showing that n(p, q) retains all relevant properties at the simple pole off.

Now consider the functional

(5.9) 4>£(/?, 0; pQ) + ¿ jx(q, 0)n(p, q) dq.

Because the jumps across T cancel, (5.9) is a reciprocal differential on M,

with the endpoints of the I\ as the only possible singularities. By a remark in

the preceding paragraph, however, these singularities are removable, so (5.9)

is an everywhere finite reciprocal differential of M. Using [5, p. 86] and the

easily verified fact that conformai correspondence of Riemann surfaces

carries reciprocal differentials to each other,

1     r A + Bf(p) + C(f(p)f
(5.10) $£(/?, 0; /?o) + ¿t jx(q, 0)n(p, q) dq = -—-

for certain constants A, B, C. To evaluate these constants we compare

expansions of both sides in terms of the special uniformizer t about p0. The

left-hand side of (5.10) is 0(t3). Using (5.7) we see without difficulty that

A = B = C = 0. Thus

(5.11) $£(/?, 0;p0) = - ¿ fx(q, 0)n(p, q) dq.
i JT

6. Variational formulae for the conformai mapping. In this section and the

next, we simplify notation by taking/(/?, e; p0) = /(/?, e), and/(/?, 0) = /(/?).

We obtain the first variation of / by differentiating (3.1), using (5.11) and

the fact that $(/?, 0; /?„) = /?, to obtain

-f'(p) r
fe(P, 0) = -^—JXil, 0)n(p, q) dq

(6'1} m _ (f(p)f  r       X(q, 0)(/'(<7))2        d

2™   ^(f(q)f[f(p)-f(q)]
this formula valid for all/? off T~, and (6.1) is valid also at endpoints of the

arcs Tj.

It is possible, under certain additional hypotheses, to give a simpler

variational formula, (6.2) below, in which the powers of /(/?), f(q) are

reduced. Note that (6.2) more closely resembles a formula given by Schaeffer

and Spencer [4, p. 173] for the extremal schlicht functions mapping the unit

disc to the plane slit along a single analytic arc.
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose the sewing variation is such that /(/?, e) has its pole at

a fixed vertex ofT, as e varies. Suppose further that (2.1) holds with jti «■ 1.

Then

(6.2) f (P, e) = f{p) - j- (/(/?)) /-—- + o(e),
2m        jT(f(q))[f(p)-f(q)]

the o(e) being uniform as p ranges through any set E whose closure does not

meet T~~ save at endpoints of arcs Tj.

One has in addition an orthogonality relation

r X{q)(f'(q)f   J      ft
(6.3) I  -— dq= 0.

Jt   (/(*))'

Proof. We retrace the steps leading from (5.7) to (6.1), but replacing

n(p, q) by the function

n*(p,q)=f(q)n(p,q)/f(p).

Consider the integral

'/(/>) = J-fxj(q,0)n*(p,q)dq.

The new difficulty is that (5.8) is not true, so we must check that I*(p)

remains bounded near the pole off. If we write/ = 1/F, we have

(6.4)     /; w - 5-j m /^(,, o, -y^- FW_m ■

Because of the strengthened form of (2.1), Xj(q> 0)/F(q) is bounded in Djy so

the integral on the right-hand side of (6.4) can be studied by the method of

Lemma 4.1. I*(p) itself tends to zero as/? tends to the pole off. Thus it is still

true that

HP> °->Po) - ¿ fx(q, 0)n*(p, q) dq

is an everywhere finite reciprocal differential of M, and we have (5.10) with

n(p, q) replaced by n*(p, q). As before we compare expansions in terms of

the special parameter t about p0, this time obtaining

(6.5) A-B-0,   C-¿/*og)4

We have thus arrived at the relation

1    f C(f(P)f
(6.6) *,(/,, 0; p0) + ¿j }x(q, 0)n*(p, q) dq=     ^    "
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with C given by (6.5). Now we evaluate C in a different way by comparing

expansions in terms of a local parameter o about the pole, call it;?,, off, with

a{px) = 0. Since px is fixed, we have f(p, e) = a(e)/a +-We see from

(3.1) that

*.(/>, Q;Po)~oa'(0)/a(0),

which vanishes atpx, and we have already noticed from (6.4) that the integral

in (6.6) vanishes at p = px. On the other hand the right-hand side of (6.6)

tends to a nonzero multiple of C as a tends to zero.

This concludes the proof.

7. Regular behavior of f(p, e; p0) as a function of e. As before, let us

suppressp0 in our notation, taking/(/>, e) = f(p, e; p0). We wish to show that

under suitable conditions, f(p; c) is analytic in the parameter c. This will be

accomplished by showing that the first variation fe(p; c) is a regular function

of c. The idea is to regard the sewing process which leads from M to M (e) as

stopping momentarily at e = c, then starting anew to lead from M(c) to

M (e). We assume that c and e lie in the interval [ - e0, e0] where our various

hypotheses are satisfied.

The sewing process which changed M to M (e) was described in terms of a

re-identification of edges of T, on M, so that p on TT was identified with

P + eXj(P> £) on r.+. If now we regard Tj(c) as the arcs on M(c), which are

just the Tj with the opposite edges identified by y(p, c) = p + cx¡(p, c), the

new re-identification of edges of arcs which changes M(c) to M(e) can be

described as follows; p on T~(c) is to be identified with a point

<p(p, e;c)=p + ËXj(p, e; c)

on T+(c), with e = e - c. We take

Xj(p> «; Po) = Xj(p> e),     <p(p, £; Po) = <p(p> e)-

Thus we have a family of sewing problems {M(c), T{c), <p{, ; c)}. Because all

these surfaces are conformally equivalent to C, the sewing mappings $(p, e;

p0; c) exist, by Lemma 3.3. The theory developed in preceding sections is still

just as valid for the new sewing problem, and we have, by (6.1),

,  ,   / /    *      if{p; c))3 r      x(g,Q;<0(/'(g; c)f
(7.1)     fe(P> c)=-T~-- I  -Tr- dq

2m      Jr(f(q;c)f[f{p;c)-f(q;c)]

with a similar analogue to (6.2), (6.3) for functions / having their pole at a

fixed vertex of T. We should remark that because of the conformai equiva-

lence of M and M (c), all the regularity conditions imposed in §2 on the arcs

Tj, etc., carry over to the new sewing problem {M(c), T(c), cp( , ; c)}. (In

(7.1), primes denote differentiation with respect to the first argument.)
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Lemma 7.1. Let (7.1) be valid, and suppose x(q, 0; c) is of class C as a

function of c. Then /(/?; c) is of class C in c for p offT. //x(<?> 0; c) is analytic

in c, so is /(/?; c), for p off T.

Proof. The existence of the first variation fi(p; c) shows /(/?; c) is

continuous in c, and thus/'(/?; c) is continuous in c. Then (7.1) shows ft(p; c)

is continuous in c. Now we differentiate (7.1) with respect to c, using

continuity of fe(p; c), to conclude/££(/?; c) is continuous in c. We iterate this

procedure until we run out of derivatives of x- This concludes the proof.

Now we find the proper way to describe the sewing relative to M(c), and

we shall discover in doing so any further conditions we need on x(q> «)to be

able to apply Lemma 7.1.

Let t be a local parameter on M. Then on M (c) we have local parameters

o(p), with o(p) = t(p) for p off T, and for a point /?* lying over p and

(pj(p, e) on Tj, that is points of Tfic),

(*ï=fT' Í+6W
°{P }      [r + erfi^c),     p* E T/(c).

Now the sewing leading from M (c) to M (e) is described in terms of o by,

say,

o ^> o + £Sj(o, e),       ë = e — c.

On the lower edge of T-(c), o = t, while in describing the point of Tj+(c)

which is to be sewn onto this point on the lower edge, we must express rfir, e)

in terms of a. We now complete s,. We have

t + erj(r, e) = t + (e - c)[/)(t, c) + (/>(t, e) - rfir, c))]

+ crj(T, c) + c[/v(t, e) - rfir, c)]

= o + ê[rj(r, c) + (rj(r, e) - ry(r, c)j\

rAT> e) - 0(T' c) .
+ c-;-e

e

so that we have

Sj(a, è) = rj(r, c) + rj(r, c + è) - Tj(t, c)

(7-2) 0(t, c + ë) - rfir, c)
+ C-;-

e

with t = t(o), determined from

(7.2') o = t + crj(T, c).

We observe that, for sufficiently small c so that do/dr is bounded away

from zero, we can indeed solve (7.2') for a as an analytic function of t, and
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substitute in (7.2). T is still smooth in terms of a, and we still have domains

Dj(c) on M(c) to work with, satisfying the condition of §2. Sj(a, e) satisfies

the analytic properties of §2, save perhaps for the Holder-condition at

endpoints of the Tj(c), and to meet this difficulty we impose a new condition

on T,; we require

/•,(t, £2) — r¡(r, e,)

< A\t - T(aj,k)f,       k = l,2;p>0,(7-3)
e-> - £,

for a fixed A independent of e,, e2. Since t - r(ajk) and a - o{aj, k) are of

the same order of magnitude, this ensures that Sj{o, e) satisfies the uniform

Holder-condition at endpoints of the Tj{c).

With (7.3) assumed, the considerations of §§4 and 5 apply to the sewing

problem {M{c), T{c), <p{, ; c)}, and (7.1) holds. To compute x(tf» 0; c), let e

tend to zero in (7.2), then pass from local parameters to point functions on

M (c). We have, putting x(q, e; 0) = x(l> £) f°r simplicity.

(7.4) x(?. 0; 0 = x(g(q, <0>c) + <%(*(?. c), c)

where g(q, c) is the point function which writes itself in terms of the local

parameters a and t as

(7.4') g: a = t + cr(r, c).

It is easy to deduce differentiability properties of g and hence x from those of

r. We summarize our discussion by stating a theorem, which has already been

almost completely proved.

Theorem 7.1. Let x(t, e) have « continuous derivatives with respect to e, and

satisfy, in addition to the requirements of §2, the condition (7.3) in terms of the

representative r(r).

Then f(p, c; p0) has n continuous derivatives with respect to c, forp off T or a

vertex of T.

U x(T» £) is analytic in its dependence on e, f{p, c; p0) is analytic in c, for p

off T or a vertex of T.

If p is a vertex of T at which f{p, 0; p0) has its pole, we are to interpret the

above as meaning that l/f(p, e; p0) varies smoothly with e.

Proof. The only parts of this theorem that perhaps remain to be verified

are the statements concerning the behavior of f(v,pQ; c) for v an endpoint of

an arc. From Lemma 5.1 adapted to our new context, ^(p, 0; p0; c) exists at

the endpoints of the Tj, in fact at every point of T+(c). The analogue on M(c)

of (5.11) holds on T{c) since both sides are continuous asp moves onto T{c)

from above. This shows that <Pe(t>, 0; p0; c) is smooth in its dependence on c.

(3.1) then shows f{v, e; p0) varies smoothly with c, provided v is not a pole of
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/, and if v is a pole of /we find that l/f(v, e; p0) varies analytically with e by

using uniformizers at oo in the image space.
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